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IN A GROUND-BASED TELEMETRY SYSTEM.

Marc DANIAU Philippe MILLET

Telemetry Department
SCHLUMBERGER Industries
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ABSTRACT:

DELTA 6000 System is a universal opened system for preprocessing, archival,
realtime and offline analysis of telemetry data.

The heterogeneous LAN architecture of DELTA 6000 comprises several front end
ensuring the telemetry and high level realtime processing functions and several
workstations for system control and display.

The high communication level of DELTA 6000 enables an easy ressource sharing
as well as integration in customer environment.

Easy operation through an efficient human interface and high versatility through
the largest use of the most famous hardware and software industry standards are
the major features of DELTA 6000.

The more recent evolution of DELTA 6000 is the CE83 format realtime handling
for use in European missiles programs.

1 - Introduction

The constant evolution of telemetry systems demands the processing of more and
more data, and to produce results ever more rapidly.

In view of this, SCHLUMBERGER Industries has developed a new telemetry
system - the DELTA 6000.

This universal, open, system is optimised for preprocessing, archiving , realtime
and off-line data analysis.



Based on industrial standards, DELTA 6000 can be integrated into a wide variety
of specific user systems.

The man-machine interface has been designed with care, so that it may be used
easily in the configuration and operating modes.

This paper describes the features and architecture of DELTA 6000, and the
standards used, and some applications involving the processing of the CE83
format.

2 - Features

DELTA 6000 is able to acquire multiple telemetry and data streams
simultaneously (IRIG PCM, Daniel PCM, Analogs, IRIG Time, etc ...). Telemetry
streams are synchronized and tagged, and the time merged on each frame.
Selected data are stored in a current value table before being sent to an Ethernet
network.

Preprocessing is carried out on a processing card using the 68040 device (25
MHZ clock). This card surveys the bus, selecting required parameters and
executing processes. All algorithms are downloaded through the network. They
are defined by the user, and some of them can be written in the ‘C’ language.
Each stream front-end accepts related specialised modules, so that performance
is multiplied. Resultant data is sent to the bus with a new tag.

Data acquisition by the computer is realised by a special interface, - a direct-
memory-access input-output channel. This enables data transfer at high rates. For
this system, many specific modules have been developed so that interfacing is
readily carried out with host computers (DR11W, DRQ3B, DRB32E, GPIO, ...).
Acquisition and storage software has also been developed for host computers
(VAX, HP9000, SUN, VAXStation, ... ). The control of the process is displayed on
the workstation of the DELTA 6000.

Quick-look function allows to display parameters in raw format or after a E.U.
conversion. This is realized by algorithms defined by the user (polynomial or look
up table). They are compiled and optimized to reduce the processing time.

The operator is able to design his own displays. A special editor is used to build
the display. It is possible to prepare several windows and in the operation mode,
several displays can be placed on the screen on the same time.



DELTA 6000 is a multi-user system. Several operators can prepare their own
unique operating scenario on the same configuration. All conflicts are resolved by
using the database. Each user has a privilege level defined by his name. Access
to the system is protected by a password. In operation mode, only one station is
able to control the front end(s) used. All other stations are in ‘consultation’ mode.
They are able to display parameters on screen.

3 - Architecture

(See drawing at the end of the text).

DELTA 6000 comprises telemetry front-end(s) and workstations linked by an
Ethernet network.

Each front-end is based on VME structure, and provides all the telemetry
functions such as synchro-decommutation, tagging ....

Workstations may be heterogeneous (SUN, HP, Xterminal, ...) and carry out the
setup of the configuration for realtime quick-look and for off-line line data analysis.

DELTA 6000 can have a screen display at a remote site, so some operators can
monitor their process conveniently.

For some applications, integration with a specific user computer is required. For
this the acquisition and storage computer is separated from the main workstation.
This allows rapid access without special software, but only by the network (NFS
for example).

DELTA 6000 is a modular system. It can accept up to 4 front-ends and up to eight
workstations for parameter display. The minimum system comprises a front-end
and a workstation.

4 - Standards used

In the development of DELTA 6000, several software products have been
integrated (DataBase management, Graphical Objects, library, Xwindows and
Motif, Unix and ‘C’ language, and VxWorks).

One advantage of using software products is that one can change the workstation
without any change of software. The condition is that all the software products
must be present on each workstation.



Database

Today, more and more powerful computers become available. Consequently,
standard Data Base Management can be used. This provides quick access,
development facilities and a standard interface with the outside (SQL and
Ethernet network). Use of a database must not place a constraint on the end user,
however. In the design of the database, the constraints of independence between
DELTA 6000 software and specific developments, have been integrated. The
database enables the DELTA 6000 to be connected to the user host system at the
data base level.

Graphical object level

To present data on a screen, a graphical library is used. The user is provided with
an editor to design his own display and to simulate off-line data. The most
frequently used objects are included, such as alphanumeric, barchart, strip chart
y=f(t), y=f(x), synoptic. This library can be extended with specific objects.

Xwindows - Motif

The design of the man-machine interface has received special attention in this
system. In the realisation of this, X windows and Motif were integrated because
they are used on most of the workstations (HP 9000, DecStation, IBM RS6000,
....), and the product is also found on SUN workstation.

Unix - ‘C’ Language

Under the UNIX operating system, many software products are found, (database,
window manager, graphic tools, ....), and these facilitate developments. UNIX is
not a quick realtime kernel, but it is sufficient to prepare all configurations, and to
display data in realtime. The ‘C’ language is used for the development of specific
algorithms by the user, but most of the algorithms do not require ‘C’ to be used.
For the preparation of algorithms, a simple syntax has been defined. A large
number of operators are available (arithmetic, logical, trigonometric, ...) as
standard features.

VxWorks

VxWorks is a powerful realtime kernel supported by many industrial processor
boards. This operating system incorporates the Ethernet control. Currently, all
boards designed have a BSP (board support package) developed at the same
time, - for example FDDI cards, X25 cards, ...



5 - CE83 Decommutator

5.1 - CE83 Format in use

CE83 is a Telemetry Format intended to synthetise the actual formats used in
European Flight Test Centres for the evaluation of aircrafts, missiles, and
launchers.

The main advantage of this format is that it allows the transmission of recurrent
and non recurrent parameters in the same format, together with a very complete
parameter description.

This is achieved by means of a Daniel-like (extended Daniel) format, embedded in
an IRIG format.

This new format is now in use with some European missile programs.

The Schlumberger CE83 Ground Decommutator, integrated in the DELTA 6000
environment has been developed under CTME management, - CTME being also
the author of this new format.

5.2 - CE83 Decommutation function

The CE83 decommutation function is developed under CTME contract. It can be
integrated into the DELTA 6000 system as an option. This function is able to tag
all parameters of a CE83 message. The CE83 format was recently defined by the
CTME and is in use on some European programs.

The CE83 decommutation function comprises a sofware module to describe
parameters and format - especially designed to improve and accelerate the
preparation mode, and a hardware module, with an embedded optimised software
to synchronise and tag the format.

- General characteristics linked to CE83 format

The CE83 decommutation function is fully compliant with the CE83 format
standard, and adds a further capability to DELTA 6000 in its ability to handle
realtime telemetry and data formats.

The function is able to decommutate an IRIG format, a DANIEL format (including
fixed zones and tagged zones), and a MIXED format (CE83), - (IRIG format
including an asynchronous message).



The parameter definition is extended, - a CE83 parameter can be from 1 to 4, 32
bit PCM words, including from 1 to 3 bit sequences (value, tag, status
information). Each sequence can be tagged, and bit-to-bit mirroring processed.

The function has the ability to decommutate the format in realtime (4 IRIG formats
and 4 asynchronous messages).

- Decommutation processor description

Because the format is recent and evolutive, and for reasons of flexibility,
SCHLUMBERGER has chosen a software solution.

A hardware processor module, specially designed to process data, based on
RISC technology with 29050 processor, has been developed. The decommutation
software is generated from the definition of the format, then compiled and
downloaded onto the module from the workstation. This generating code method
allows optimised decommutation processing and future evolutions.

The module receives directly from the frame synchroniser, the words associated
with control signals.

Tags are appended to the data as they are written to on-board memor via the
VME bus.

Pre-selected data determined by the programming of ‘spying’ functions on the
VME bus are routed out to analog outputs, host computer output, ... etc.

The module comprises 2 boards, mechanically linked:

* A processor board, based on the RISC 29050 microprocessor, including 16
Megabytes memory, and memory management. The VSB bus is the input
interface, - and is linked with the frame synchroniser or other module.

* A preprocessor board, with input interface and preprocessing and an output
interface to route parameters on the VME bus and VSB bus. Parameters are
sent to the VME bus to be displayed, processed or transmitted to a host
computer. Parameters sent to the VSB bus can be interfaced with a second
module or to external equipment.

The solution (Processor module with an embedded software) can handle other
specific formats or data processing. Additionally, VSB input and ouput standard
interfaces allow these modules to be chained using different applications software.



6 - Applications

Several DELTA 6000 systems are already installed at various locations

A system called MAURICE is installed at one of the Aerospatiale sites, and
enables acquisition of telemetry data by a VAX 6310, after preprocessing has
been carried out.

DELTA 6000 synchronises telemetry streams in two front-ends (IRIG and Analog)
and sends all values to the VAX computer via three DMA links. DELTA 6000
software runs on both SUN Stations (Sparcstation 2 and SparcServer 4/390).

A system called SYRACUSE installed in another Aerospatiale site provides
ground checkout testing for missiles and furnishes a validation report. DELTA
6000 synchronises IRIG PCM telemetry streams, carries out preprocessing, and
sends all values to HP 9000 computer for acquisition. DELTA 6000 software runs
on the HP station and one Xterminal.

A system called SMAC is installed at one of the DASSAULT sites, and used in the
test of the French RAFALE aircraft.

DELTA 6000 synchronises telemetry streams (IRIG PCM, DANIEL PCM and
Analog) merges and sends all values to HP9000 computer for acquisition. DELTA
6000 software runs on the HP Station. Data stored are read by a special software
product which carries out data analysis off line. This system is installed in a mobile
station.

Yet another system will be installed at CNES TOULOUSE for acquisition and
off-line processing of telemetry streams from the ARIANE launcher. The computer
used here is a Sparcstation for realtime, and a Vax 4000 for acquisition.

7 - Conclusion

The DELTA 6000 system completes the latest series of telemetry products
developed by Schlumberger. Compatibility with previous products in the range has
been ensured. The opportunity has been taken to capitalise on previous
developments such as the 3700 decommutator, and the ASPI system, developed
for the C.E.L.

DELTA 6000 is a living product on which some new developments such as
playback and off-line analysis complement features like the processing of new 



formats (CCSDS). The integration of new interfaces such as FDDI, X-25 and
RMIS further enhance the system capability.

By the use of many standards (database, Unix , Xwindow, ...) all the software
could be transported to new workstations, and consequently profit from increased
processing power.

With DELTA 6000, SCHLUMBERGER has acquired a great deal of knowledge
and experience in the use of the new standards in telemetry systems.


